M ost cardiologists would probably consider that, during their training, they had received appropriate instruction concerning the mode of development and structure of the atrial septum. This is likely to be founded on the diagrams that exist in most standard textbooks of cardiac embryology. These illustrate the formation of primary and secondary atrial septums as overlapping muscular sheets that grow into the common atrium. This type of illustration implies that similar morphological mechanisms of development lead to the formation of these two “septums”. This is not so. To the best of our knowledge, there is no evidence existing which supports this concept of growth of a second muscular shelf into the developing atriums so as to overlap the primary atrial septum, and to provide the rims of the definitive oval fossa. On the contrary, it has long been established 1,2 that the superior border of the “septum secundum”, in other words the superior rim of the oval fossa, is an infolding of the atrial roof. In this respect, case reports are to be found that describe the formation of lipomas within the supposed “septum secundum”. 3 Careful study of such lipomas, along with scrutiny of the published images, 4 reveals that the fat accumulates within the deeply infolded superior interatrial groove.

All the “classical” accounts of atrial septal development have also ignored totally the contribution to atrial septation made by the “spina vestibuli”, a structure first described by His in the 19th century. 5 Similarly, they take no account of the contributions made by the mesenchymal cap which clothes the leading edge of the muscular primary atrial septum. 6 In reality, therefore, more structures contribute to division of the atriums than the so-called primary and secondary septums. 7 It is appreciation of the roles of all these various components that provides the basis for understanding the proper structure of the muscular walls interposed between the right and left atriums. 7 This information, in this burgeoning era of interventional catheterisation, is now of major practical importance to the cardiologist. 8 In this review, we will describe all the building blocks that contribute to the walls that separate the definitive right and left atrial chambers, showing how knowledge of their position provides the basis for understanding the definitive anatomy.

**DEVELOPMENT OF THE ATRIAL SEPTUM**

During early development, the initially tubular heart is suspended along its length by a dorsal mesocardium. It is at this stage that the so-called “straight tube” can be recognised, albeit that it has been shown that, with time, this part of the tube gives rise only to the ventricular component of the definitive heart. 9, 10 At the stage when the developing heart tube is straight, the outflow tract, the atrioventricular canal, and the primary atrium have all still to form.

With continued growth, the ventricular component of the tube liberates itself from the body wall in the process called looping, thus losing most of its dorsal mesocardial connection. Concomitant with looping, there is expansion of the caudal inlet, part of the tube to form the primary atrium. At the same time, there is recruitment of extracardiac cells to expand the outlet portion of the tube at the arterial pole. 11 The newly formed atrial component is directly continuous with the systemic venous tributaries. These wide venous channels, which carry the blood back to the heart from both the right and left sides of the body, are from the outset connected directly to the primary atrial component. In man, however, from the earliest stages we have been able to study, there is a pronounced asymmetry in the connections of the right and left sided venous channels to the heart. From the outset, the left sinus horn is incorporated within the developing left atrioventricular junction as it extends to terminate in the atrium. Despite the asymmetry, at this stage the primary atrial component initially receives large systemic venous tributaries from both sides of the embryo (fig 1). It communicates with the ventricular loop through the atrioventricular canal. Towards the developing spinal column, the atrial cavity, now receiving the systemic venous tributaries, abuts directly on the body wall. In this area, the myocardial and mesenchymal tissues retain their continuity, persisting as a dorsal mesocardium (fig 1A). This connection between heart and body will, eventually, provide the portal of entry for the pulmonary vein. 12 At this stage, however, the lungs are only just starting to bud from the trachea. Also, at this stage, the endothelium lining the heart tube separates the lumen of the atrium from the mesenchyme of the body wall (fig 1B). In the human,
The primary atrium at this early stage is a common cavity. As a prelude to division of the cardiac cavities by formation of muscular septums, endocardial cushions have already formed within the atrioventricular canal, and also within the outflow tract which leads from the ventricular loop to supply the arteries of the developing branchial arches. As already shown (fig 1), initially the systemic venous tributaries join with the primary atrium from both sides of the embryo. These channels are the horns of the systemic venous sinus, the “sinus venosus”, or the ducts of Cuvier. At this early stage, there are no discrete anatomical landmarks that mark boundaries between the venous horns and the primary atrium. Furthermore, at this stage, as also explained, the lung buds are only just starting to develop, and the pulmonary vein has yet to appear. The left sinus horn diminishes in size through and beyond this period, becoming more fully incorporated into the left atrioventricular junction as the coronary sinus. Throughout its development, the coronary sinus, and its precursor, the left sinus horn, possesses its own discrete walls (figs 1 and 2). These walls form a discrete bifurcation with the right sinus horn at their junction with the developing right atrium, which persist as the part of the right atrium called the “sinus septum”.

Subsequent to rearrangements in the structure of the systemic venous tributaries, the entire systemic venous compartment comes to drain exclusively to the right side of the primary atrium. As it does so, valve-like structures are produced at the right and left borders of its junction with the primary atrial component of the heart tube (fig 2). The appearance of these valves permits, for the first time, the boundaries of the systemic venous sinus to be located with certainty relative to the other parts of the developing atriums. While the systemic venous component has been establishing its own identity in this fashion, further important changes have occurred in the primary atrial segment. Expansions to right and left have formed the atrial appendages (fig 2A); concomitant with development of the lungs in the body wall behind the heart, a venous channel, the primary pulmonary vein canalises within the dorsal mesocardium (fig 2C). Canalisation of this channel brings the pulmonary venous plexuses into continuity with the cavity of the developing left atrium. Initially, a solitary pulmonary venous channel enters the left atrial part of the primary atrial component inferiorly and posteriorly, the entrance being bounded by two ridges which demarcate the site of the persisting dorsal mesocardium. The right of these two ridges becomes particularly prominent (fig 3). It is this structure that His nominated as the “spina vestibuli”.

All of these changes and remodellings relative to the primary atrium set the scene for atrial septation. The first indication of this septation is the formation of the primary atrial septum, first seen as a muscular crescent in the atrial roof. As it grows into the atrial cavity, it carries a mesenchymal cap on its leading edge (fig 2B). With continued growth, septum and cap move towards the atrioventricular endocardial cushions which, at the same time, are dividing the atrioventricular canal. The space between the mesenchymal cap on the leading edge of the primary atrial septum and the fusing atrioventricular cushions is the primary atrial foramen.

The primary septum, from the outset, is continuous inferiorly with the right pulmonary ridge, now prominent as the vestibular spine (fig 3). As it grows into the primary atrial
chamber, and fuses with the atrioventricular endocardial cushions, the primary atrial septum interposes between the right sided systemic venous component and the orifice of the pulmonary vein (fig 2). At this stage, the 16th horizon within the Carnegie system, the pulmonary vein is a solitary channel at its junction with the primary atrium, with its mouth positioned posteriorly, inferiorly, and to the left of the vestibular spine (fig 4). Accompanying the growth of the primary septum into the atrium, there has been expansion of the vestibular spine, by now covered by its own mesenchymal cap, with additional tissues entering the heart from the body wall through the spine (fig 2C). It is the expansion of the spine which unifies the mesenchymal cap on the primary atrial septum with the fused atrioventricular cushions, obliterating the primary atrial foramen in the process, and forming the basis of the fibrous septal structures of the heart (fig 5).

Before closure of the primary foramen, the upper edge of the primary septum, close to its site of origin from the atrial roof, breaks down to form the secondary interatrial communication (figs 3 and 5). Such establishment of a secondary foramen is essential if the systemic venous return is to continue to reach the left side of the heart during the remainder of fetal development. Within this period, the atrioventricular canal has also expanded rightward, establishing the connection between the newly formed morphologically right atrium and the distal part of the ventricular loop, which has now become the right ventricle. The musculature of the atrioventricular canal itself becomes incorporated into the atrial chambers as the vestibules of the atrioventricular valves. Forward growth of the vestibular spine, binding the base of

Figure 3 These pictures are scanning electron micrographs of the developing mouse heart. Picture A, from a mouse at embryonic day 9.5, with 28 somites, shows the stage before canalisation of the pulmonary vein. When formed, the vein will enter heart through the so-called “pulmonary pit”, arrowed, which at this stage is flanked by prominent right and left pulmonary ridges. Picture B, at embryonic day 10.5, when the embryo has 42 somites, shows the primary septum growing down towards the atrioventricular cushions. Its upper edge has broken down to form the secondary foramen. Note that the left superior caval vein, now formed from the left cardinal vein, is a discrete structure within the left atrioventricular groove. Picture C, again from an embryo of 10.5 days, but now with 45 somites, shows the pulmonary vein opening as a solitary channel inferiorly to the left atrium, the systemic venous sinus, enclosed by the venous valves, now having become incorporated into the right atrium. The right pulmonary ridge has now expanded to become the vestibular spine (asterisk).

Figure 4 This section, taken in the sagittal plane from a human embryo at the 20th Carnegie stage, shows the solitary pulmonary vein entering inferiorly to the left atrium. Only with subsequent growth do four pulmonary veins enter that atrial roof, but this process is necessary to produce the so-called “septum secundum”, in reality the infolded atrial roof (see fig 6).

Figure 5 These sections are from a human embryo at Carnegie stage 20/21, showing the beginnings of the infolding of the atrial wall which will produce the rims of the oval fossa. Section A is taken cranial to section B. Note the ongoing muscularisation of the antero-inferior rim of the oval fossa (see also fig 10).
the primary septum to the upper surface of the fused atrioventricular cushions, has also carried forward the inferior ends of the valves of the systemic venous sinus (fig 5). The expanded vestibular spine itself then becomes muscularised to form a bulbous structure that reinforces the base of the primary atrial septum. The thinner upper margin of the primary septum itself persists as the flap valve of the oval foramen. At this stage, representing the 21st stage of the Carnegie horizons, the pulmonary vein continues to drain inferiorly to the left atrium, but has divided into its right and left branches.

As yet, there is no formation of a “secondary” septum within the roof of the dividing atrial chambers adjacent to the mouth of the superior caval vein, although evidence of infolding has begun to appear more inferiorly (fig 5). Only subsequent to the eighth week of development does the initially solitary pulmonary vein begin fully to become incorporated into the body of the primary atrium, itself now largely part of the developing left atrium. By the 12th week of development, the superior right sided pulmonary vein has become a separate tributary of the left atrium. Concomitant with this change, the atrial roof has infolded adjacent to the mouth of the superior caval vein to form the antero-superior margin of the oval foramen. This process of infolding, when complete (fig 6), provides the buttress against which the flap valve can close in postnatal life. Concomitant with incorporation of the pulmonary veins to form the extensive posterior left atrial wall, the two atrioventricular junctions, now discrete and separate structures incorporating the insulating tissues of the atrioventricular grooves, have expanded posteriorly and inferiorly. The expansion of the right atrial wall relative to the base of the ventricular mass sandwiches the inferior atrioventricular groove as a layer of fibroadipose tissue between the atrial and ventricular musculatures in the floor of the triangle of Koch.

Thus, subsequent to the completion of septation, the definitive atriums each possess a part of the body of the primary atrium, an appendage, a vestibule, and a venous component. They remain in continuity with each other through the oval foramen. The newly muscularised antero-inferior margin of the oval foramen, derived from the vestibular spine, is anchored to the fibrous skeleton, itself formed from the atrioventricular cushions. The primary atrial septum persists as the flap valve of the oval foramen. The antero-superior rim, against which the flap valve abuts, and which is usually described as the “septum secundum”, is the infolding now existing between the junction of the superior caval vein to the right atrium and the right pulmonary veins to the left atrium.

DEFINITIVE STRUCTURE OF THE ATRIAL SEPTUM

Concepts of development, if correct, must provide the basis for understanding definitive atrial structure. When the right atrium is opened parietally, there is, at first sight, an extensive area of potential communication with the cavity of the left atrium (fig 7). Sectioning across this area (fig 8), however, shows that only a small part is a septal structure, when a septum is defined as that part which can be removed without exiting from the cavities of the heart. The parts that can be removed to provide an interatrial communication are the floor of the oval fossa, the flap valve, and the part of the antero-inferior rim of the fossa which abuts on the vestibule of the tricuspid valve (fig 9). The floor of the oval fossa represents the embryonic primary atrial septum, while the antero-inferior margin of the fossa has been produced by muscularisation of the vestibular spine (fig 10). The extensive area
extending between the superior margin of the oval fossa and the mouth of the superior caval vein, although usually described as the “septum secundum”, is a deep infolding of the atrial wall. This infolding, which is positioned between the connections of the systemic venous tributaries to the right atrium and the right pulmonary veins to the left atrium, is filled with extracardiac adipose tissue (figs 9 and 10). The flap valve of the septum, a fibromuscular structure in adult life, abuts against the fold to close the oval foramen. As long as the flap valve is of greater dimensions than the floor of the oval fossa, and the left atrial pressure exceeds that in the right atrium, there will be no potential for interatrial shunting even if the two structures are not mechanically fused. This is of major clinical significance, since such anatomic fusion has occurred only in between two thirds and three quarters of individuals, even in the eighth or ninth decades of life. Thus, in that minority in which fusion has not occurred, or in other words, those with a probe-patent oval foramen (fig 11), there is the potential for interatrial shunting should right atrial pressure exceed left, and hence the potential for paradoxical embolism. The true atrial septum, therefore, is made up of the flap valve of the oval foramen and its bulbous antero-inferior base.

Antero-superiorly, the right atrial wall itself directly overlies the aortic root (fig 9). The bulbous antero-inferior margin is perforated by the tendon of Todaro, this being the extension of the inferior junction of the valves of the systemic venous sinus. The valves themselves regress to greater or lesser extent in the postnatal heart. The atrial wall itself continues anteriorly beyond the bulbous inferior rim of the oval foramen as the smooth vestibule of the tricuspid valve, which superiorly forms the border of the atrioventricular membranous septum, an integral part of the central fibrous body. In the definitive heart, this fibrous area has become incorporated into the aortic root. It is perforated by the atrioventricular conduction axis as it passes from the atrioventricular node to become the bundle of His (fig 12). This transition from node to bundle marks the initial position of that part of the embryonic atrioventricular canal musculature which persisted as the atrioventricular bundle, the conduction tissue itself being a specialised part of the canal musculature.

The extensive vestibule of the tricuspid valve seen inferiorly is derived from expansion of the right atrioventricular junction subsequent to the completion of embryonic septation. This is confirmed by the extent of the fibroadipose tissue to be found in the inferior atrioventricular groove between the atrial and ventricular musculatures. As already discussed, this incorporation of fibroadipose tissue between layers of myocardium produces the muscular atrioventricular sandwich, an area which we previously considered, incorrectly, to represent a true muscular septal structure. Also opening into this inferior corner of the right atrium is the mouth of the coronary sinus, a remnant of the embryonic left sinus horn. The mouths
of the inferior and superior caval veins represent the remaining tributaries of the right sinus horn, with the prominent terminal crest and the remnants of the right venous valve marking their boundary with that part of the right atrium derived from the primary atrial component of the heart tube. Most of this primary atrium is made up of the pectinated atrial appendage. The so-called “sinus septum” is no more than the fold of the atrial walls between the mouths of the inferior caval vein and the coronary sinus.

The location of the flap valve of the septum is much better appreciated when viewed from the left side, with two horns anchoring the flap to the left side of the infolded superior rim, albeit often without anatomic fusion (fig 11). The left atrium has its own appendage, with its pectinated walls, positioned anteriorly and superiorly. The posterior wall is exclusively smooth walled, being derived by incorporation of the extensive pulmonary venous component between the vestibule and the body of the atrium, the latter forming the extensive atrial dome.

COMMENT

It was H.L. Mencken who pointed out that, for every complex question, there was a simple and straightforward answer, which was usually wrong! This is certainly the case with the development of the atrial septum. There is no evidence of which we are aware to substantiate the notion that primary and secondary septums grow into the developing atrium, becoming perforate and overlapping so as to produce the definitive oval foramen. It is certainly the case that the primary septum grows into the primary atrial component of the heart tube, and that it persists as the flap valve of the definitive oval foramen. The bulbous muscular antero-inferior rim of the septum, in contrast, has a much more complex mode of development. It represents muscularisation of an area of mesenchyme which grows into the heart. The mesenchyme is derived from the cap that is carried on the leading edge of the primary septum, along with the mass known as the vestibular spine. Intriguingly, the mechanism of muscularisation of this population of cells, which grow into the heart at the venous pole, has much in common with similar muscularisation recently shown to be involved with transformation of the ingrowth of cells through the aortopulmonary septum at the arterial pole of the heart. Be that as it may, this part of the septum can reasonably be equated with the inferior part of the “septum secundum” depicted in standard textbooks. The position of this septal component, located as it is between the vestibules of the mitral and tricuspid valves, may well explain why His named its primordium as the “spina vestibuli”. If this bulbous base of the septum can justifiably be considered to be a secondary septal structure, the deeply infolded antero-superior rim certainly cannot. And this is the area most usually depicted as the “septum secundum” in classical texts! Lipomas in this area are usually held to involve this “secondary” septum.

Much of any disagreement regarding this issue, of course, depends on the definition used for a “septum”. As we have explained, we define a septum as a structure that can be removed without exiting from the cavities of the heart. The distinction between structures fulfilling this definition, and those folds or sandwiches which can similarly interpose between cardiac cavities, is important to the clinician working in the heart, be his or her discipline surgery or interventional catheterisation. The surgeon needs to be aware that, if cuts are made through a fold or sandwich, they pass outside the heart. The congenital cardiac surgeon is certainly aware that incisions through the deep superior interatrial groove offer a good access to the left atrium. In the days of surgical procedures producing atrial redirection, it was equally well established that dissections of the walls of the groove provided increased lengths of atrial wall for use in the subsequent reconstruction. Nowadays, the interventional cardiologist is well aware of the difference in structure between the firm antero-inferior base of the atrial septum, which provides a firm foundation for anchorage of devices used for interventional closure, as opposed to the superior rim, which can often be effaced. It is our hope that, in this review, we have shown how these important clinical differences between septums, flaps, folds, and sandwiches are well explained once it is established properly how the atrial chambers develop.
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